Offshore Handling Systems
Pipe Catcher
Introducing Offshore Handling Systems Pipe Catcher. Innovative solution for
the movement of drill pipe of various sizes in both vertical and horizontal
positions. With all the features you demand, including,
Features
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Lightweight and robust.
Swivel head.
Instant release mechanism.
Protective sleeve.
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Non-slip rubber grips.
Vinyl-coated noose.
Suitable for Pipe diameters range 2” to 13”
Available in three lengths. 92cm, 122cm & 152cm

Part Numbers
Pipe Catcher 920mm
OHSPC92

Pipe Catcher 1220mm
OHSPC122

Pipe Catcher 1520mm
OHSPC152

Exclusively from Offshore Handling Systems and designed to be extra-tough for
those situations that could cause a standard pole to bend or even break. They pipe
catcher comes fitted with a super-strong marine grade aluminium shaft.

Applications
Assist in the safe hands free operations involved in the Manoeuvring of suspended
drill pipes and pipes ranging in diameters from 2” to 13”.

How to use
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Always where correct PPE when using Pipe Catcher.
Always take instruction from Banksman, Driller or winch operator.
Always be aware of swing loads and plan escape route.
For open ended pipe connection, adjust noose opening to required diameter
by using wire release mechanism on top of tool. Using fore fingers pull cap
end back and noose wire will travel down aluminium pole which in turn will
increase noose opening.
Insert open ended pipe into noose. Pull wire back from top of tool to close and
tighten around pipe.
Manoeuvre load to desired position.
Activate instant release handle on upper part to release noose.
For enclosed pipe. Activate instant release handle on upper part to release noose. Install around pipe. Reinstate noose connection on tool
top and pull tension on wire to tighten around pipe. Activate instant release mechanism once desired pipe position has been achieved.
Always store tool in clean dry location when not in use.

Please Note: This tool not designed to be used for leveraging activities.

Prices and availability on request.

